
 

 

ACTIVITY REPORT: 1 July 2020 to 30 September 2021 
 

FMF PROJECTS  
The FMF’s projects for 2020-21 include: Consumer rights, Economic freedom / Economic growth, 
Energy, Financial sector, Healthcare, Jobs creation / Labour, Land reform / property rights (with a 
particular focus on #EWC – Expropriation Without Compensation), Rule of Law, Trade, Transformation, 
as well as ad hoc issues as they arise. 
 
***  
MEDIA COVERAGE | WEBSITE | SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
The FMF’s WEBSITE ARTICLES, sent to members weekly, are regularly republished by the local and 
international media; between 1 July 2020 to 30 September 2021, articles were republished on 164 
occasions. 
ARTICLES that quote or mention the FMF or originate from interviews or were written specifically for 
the media between 1 July 2020 to 30 September 2021 number 1,253. 
INTERVIEWS on radio and TV between 1 July 2020 to 30 September 2021 number 141. 
Between 1 July 2020 and 30 September 2021, the FMF hosted 19 MEDIA BRIEFINGS and disseminated 
44 MEDIA ADVISORIES. 
 
Social media 
The FMF is conscious of the power of social media so we work hard to reach people via our website, 
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube offerings. 
The FMF’s website has three “windows” to our social media making it easier for our members and 
website visitors to access. 
Twitter  7,448 followers 
Facebook  7,193 followers 
YouTube  15,414 subscribers – up from 15,223 in previous activity report 
 
Podcasts, Free Marketeers NEWS, interviews 
Chris Hattingh, FMF’s Deputy Director, continues to manage and present FMF’s podcast programme. 
The following are a selection of those recorded and uploaded to our YouTube channel 
(youtube.com/user/ChannelFMF) between 1 July 2020 and 30 September 2021. 

− Can South Africa's Tourism Industry Bounce Back? – With TBCSA CEO Tshifhiwa Tshivhengwa 

− Can South Africa Unlock Radical Growth? – With Econmetrix Chief Economist Azar Jammine 

− How Government Regulations Worsened Global Container Crunch – With Scott Lincicome (Cato) 

− Down the State Capture Rabbit Hole: Will anything come from the Zondo Commission? – With Daniël 
Eloff 

− Global Tax: A New Threat to Economic Freedom? – With Dan Mitchell 

− Why a post-COVID South Africa desperately needs capitalism – With Yaron Brook 

− SA's unemployment crisis and how government policy exacerbates inequality with Mike Schüssler  

− Future Tense: Reflections on My Troubled Land - Book discussion with Tony Leon  

https://twitter.com/FMFSouthAfrica
https://www.facebook.com/FMFSA/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ChannelFMF/videos
https://youtu.be/tV-84mUHn2E
https://youtu.be/sI9Owqz7ej4
https://youtu.be/4bUe0ZgC54M
https://youtu.be/4bUe0ZgC54M
https://youtu.be/aL09lvAiX6Y
https://youtu.be/DGD6PYF4xrw
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− Our Long Walk to Economic Freedom with Professor Johan Fourie  

− How do we ignite growth in South Africa in 2021? with Cas Coovadia  

− Countering the Corrupt with Paul Hoffman  

− With red tape strangling the economy, can we be hopeful of a post-Covid economic recovery? with 
Busisiwe Mavuso  

− There is no Supreme Constitution: A Critique of Statist-individualist Constitutionalism, with Professor 
Koos Malan  

− South Africa in the world in 2021, with Frans Cronje  

− The future of Chile hangs in the balance, with Natalia González  

− The Expropriation Bill's Great Reset of property rights, with Martin van Staden  

− Profits and employment in South Africa, with Mike Schüssler  

− Unpacking South Africa's 2021 State of the Nation Address  

− South Africa's devastated small businesses, with Darlene Menzies  

− Expropriation without compensation could be the death of democracy in SA  

− In conversation with rabid capitalist, Hannah Cox  

− South Africa's new draconian Sports Bill  

− UK lockdown 2.0 and upcoming US election  

− Walking the tightrope - Analysing the 2020 MTBPS with Dawie Roodt  

− Don't wait for change; be the change - Pavlo Phitidis  

− Lockdown 2020: Undermining liberty - A discussion with Jeffrey Tucker  

− Education on ice and restaurant industry takes to the streets  

− NHI lockdown fail, SAA to receive more funding...from somewhere  

− Lessons for SA from Thomas Sowell, Perils of a command economy  

− Prof Vivian on competition theory & government intervention - Episode 1  
 
*** 
COVID-19 2020-2021 LOCKDOWN 
 
In 2020/2021, the novel coronavirus epidemic swept across the world, and devastated a South African 
economy already on its knees after years of misguided, wrong-headed government policies and 
interventions. 
 
The FMF recognised the serious threat that came with the lockdown; a threat aimed at the country’s hard-
won civil liberties after the dawn of democracy in 1994. The FMF drew attention to the economic and legal 
implications of the government-imposed lockdown, and further advocated for policies which would boost 
growth in post-epidemic South Africa. 
 
Articles  
− Entstof-apartheid, of net jou eie gesloer? by Chris Hattingh  
− Alcohol ban the bluntest tool in fight against Covid-19 by Chris Hattingh 
− Ons kan lesse leer by Britte by Chris Hattingh 
− Letter: Taxes for vaccines is a disgrace by Chris Hattingh 
− The collateral damage of the lockdown continues to unfold by Chris Hattingh 
− South Africa’s lockdown policies exacerbated hunger crisis by Riaan Salie 
− EWC not the answer for post-COVID-19 South Africa by Chris Hattingh 
− Draconian lockdown forces hard choices by Chris Hattingh 
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− Lockdowns Have Pushed South Africa's Economy to the Brink – Chris Hattingh 
− Ideal time to push ahead with health-care reforms – Chris Hattingh 
− How the language of lockdown undermines the rule of law – Rex van Schalkwyk 
− Proposed lockdown ‘developmental mandate’ for the Reserve Bank is unconstitutional – Jacques 

Jonker 
− The COVID-19 response shows government can't handle NHI – Chris Hattingh 
 
Media releases  
− PANDA (Pandemics – Data & Analytics) award ceremony, 23 June 2021; Opening remarks by FMF 

Executive Committee member, Martin van Staden 
− South Africa cannot afford another hard lockdown 
− In honour of Human Rights Week, the Free Market Foundation demands that government not cancel 

Easter Weekend with another hard lockdown 
− Flying the rich is now not only at the expense of the poor, but of the sick and vulnerable in society 
− South Africa cannot afford another hard lockdown 
 
Interviews  

− Ramaphosa offended rule of law with “immediate” alcohol ban – Legal analyst – 18 July 2020 on 
MyBroadband – Jacques Jonker 

− The effect of lockdown on South Africa – 09 July 2020 on Galaxy Universal Network – Chris Hattingh 
 
***  
CONSUMER RIGHTS 
 
Draconian lockdown regulations, for example the ban on the sale of tobacco products, and two bans on 
the sale of alcohol, had devastating effects on people’s livelihoods, and greatly inflated the prices of the 
goods for consumers. 
 
Articles  

− Illegal tobacco trade flourishes due to government interference by Martin van Staden  

− The Super League may have gone down in flames, but there’s much to be learnt from the fire that 
consumed it by Zakhele Mthembu 

− Letter: State meddling costs the nation by Chris Hattingh 

− Making sense of the ‘evil’ of price gouging, AKA price flexibility by Zakhele Mthembu 

− Letter:  Reject cellphone tax to fund SABC by Chris Hattingh 

− Government meddling in streaming will only hurt consumers by Chris Hattingh 

− Prohibition has never and will never lead to smokers quitting by Martin van Staden 

− SA’s ban on alcohol will prove more damaging than alcohol itself by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 

− For each day of cigarette ban, South Africa loses 1.5 community clinics by Martin van Staden 
 
Submission 

− Submission to the World Health Organisation on the Global Alcohol Action Plan 2022-2030 
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***  
ECONOMIC FREEDOM / GROWTH  
 
The FMF is a co-publisher of the Economic Freedom of the World (EFW) index with Canadian based think 
tank Fraser Institute. The index, published annually, measures the degree to which the policies and 
institutions of countries are supportive of economic freedom. The foundations of economic freedom are 
personal choice, voluntary exchange, freedom to compete and security of privately owned property. The 
findings in the report unambiguously support the fact that economic freedom is strongly related to 
prosperity and growth; countries that are economically free tend to grow faster and be more 
prosperous.   
  
Articles 
− Why economic freedom matters by Sindile Vabaza  
− Radical growth only possible if government unshackles the economy by Chris Hattingh 
− The usefulness of the Economic Freedom of the World report is in the detail by Professor Richard J. 

Grant 
− SA’s exorbitant tax burden is grossly out of line with the rest of Africa by Dr Brain Benfield 
− Economic freedom means opportunity to escape poverty by Chris Hattingh and Fred McMahon 
− What is the reasoning behind CompCom Burger King moves? by Zakhele Mthembu 
− Economic growth requires an environment in which prices are freely formed by Eustace Davie 
− Ideas Matter | Godongwana’s priorities must include dealing with welfare programmes by Chris 

Hattingh 
− More socialism cannot cure SA’s ills by Chris Hattingh 
− Downward-trending inflation ensures rand will not become worthless by Professor Richard J. Grant 
− DBSA fails to justify the undermining of its investment mandate by Jacques Jonker 
− Violence and looting devastate SA; the only way out is economic freedom by Chris Hattingh  
− Government doesn’t seem ready to cede SAA control by Jacques Jonker 
− Letter: Have we reached the point where productive citizens need to shrug? by Chris Hattingh 
− Wealth tax: A bad idea by Sindile Vabaza 
− Letter: Government has no business in executive pay debate by Chris Hattingh 
− The South African Post Office’s Idea of Monopoly is Wrong by Zakhele Mthembu 
− The state is consuming SA’s economic growth by Garth Zietsman 
− Why government should stick to core competencies and let the private sector do its thing by Sindile 

Vabaza 
− Letter: Bitter pill only way forward for state by Chris Hattingh 
− Ideas matter | The economy won’t grow while government punishes success by Chris Hattingh 
− Radical change needed to improve SA economy’s growth prospects by Chris Hattingh 
− The eternal blessings of profit, which creates all economies by Temba A Nolutshungu  
− SA’s cellphone network is an astonishing success given state’s effort to thwart it by Christoph Klein 

and Leon Louw 
− Capitalism’s benevolent circle brings greater prosperity by James Peron 
− “Power to the people” means economic freedom not state paternalism by Chris Hattingh 
− SA experiments with socialism at its own peril, as others stop by Chris Hattingh 
− Hoop in medemens, nie in die regering nie by Chris Hattingh 
− Government should tighten its own belt by cutting unnecessary expenditure by Sindile Vabaza 
− State moves on radio spectrum and fixed infrastructure a grave mistake by Ivo Vegter 
− South Africa needs economic freedom now more than ever by Chris Hattingh 
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− Laws, regulations and taxes that discourage wealth creation must be repealed by Chris Hattingh 
− Ramaphosa’s move to control mobile data prices is a grave mistake by Ivo Vegter 
− Why economic centralism is bad for economic development by Ephraim Modise 
− Bezos-Musk wealth dance shows the folly of worrying about ‘inequality’ by Martin van Staden 
− Another look at SA’s lauded competition law by Zakhele Mthembu 
− Only a free market can halt SA's decline in 2021 by Chris Hattingh 
− ANC followed Chinese Communist Party playbook in lockdown, sacrificing our freedom by Zakhele 

Mthembu 
− Ramaphosa’s pseudo-economics won’t lower data prices by 2024 by Martin van Staden 
− ICASA’s weird rationale for charging for emergency spectrum by Christoph Klein 
− Capitalism is not recent or ‘Western’, it is natural and necessary for prosperity by Dr Dioné Harley 
− Only economic freedom can reverse SA’s decline in human development by Riaan Salie 
− The SA government’s tendency to punish what’s right needs to stop by James Peron 
− Human progress, prosperity and happiness as a consequence of economic growth by Temba A 

Nolutshungu 
− Indien sosialisme ons voorland is, wag daar groot moeilikheid by Martin van Staden 
− In keeping SAA, government shows where its priorities lie by Chris Hattingh 
− Economic freedom of Mauritius explains its current success by Eustace Davie 
− Why economic freedom is vital for SA’s future prosperity by James Peron 
− Social media capitalism and its robber barons, influencers and content creators by Zakhele Mthembu 
− Pondering the minutiae of the Economic Recovery Plan is a waste of time by Leon Louw 
− Without economic freedom, South Africans will never grow their own wealth pies by Chris Hattingh 
− Let economic freedom and trust be South Africa’s Heritage by Chris Hattingh 
− Socialist economic planning is disastrous for SA women and children by Sindile Vabaza 
− Letter: SA is not out of ideas or hope yet by Chris Hattingh 
− Perils of rising state power and dwindling personal rights by Richard J. Grant 
− Tread carefully with calls for ‘free data’ because it’s another promise government might not fulfil by 

Martin van Staden 
− What does 5G mean for our lives? by Dr Kelvin Kemm 
− Why state stimulus measures are like (bad) karma by Neil Emerick 
− For SA to prosper the state must stop trying to kill the private sector by Zakhele Mthembu 
− The Competition Commission gets ‘excessive pricing’ totally wrong by Zakhele Mthembu 
− Radical deregulation and liberalisation to lower data prices: Lock-down ICASA by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 
− Patrick Mahomes’s $503 million contract offers a crucial lesson in value creation and economic 

freedom by Chris Hattingh 
− If SA’s serious about changing course it must adopt Sowell’s ideas of freedom by Chris Hattingh 
 
Media releases  

− South Africa ranks 84th among 165 jurisdictions in Economic Freedom 

− New study shows increased economic freedom leads to greater income mobility for workers and 
entrepreneurs 

− Free Market Foundation: State-Run Fund an ill-considered idea, will add to economic woesThe Free 
Market Foundation pegs 21 May as Tax Freedom Day 2021 

− Temporary Covid emergency spectrum should stay where it is 

− FMF Launches Socio Economic Impact Assessment (SEIA); Government ICT Policy is Harming 
Consumers 

− Vuyani Jarana – Leon Louw SAA Wager Joint Statement 
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− South Africa should heed Venezuela’s and Zimbabwe’s abandonment of socialism 

− Ramaphosa’s Recovery Plan – the good, the bad, the indifferent and what’s needed 

− Retirement fund announcement reflects a doomsday mentality 

− Global economic freedom was up slightly in the past year — South Africa ranks 90th among 162 
jurisdictions 

 
LAUNCH: Economic Freedom of the World Report 2021 
On 14 September 2021 the FMF, in partnership with the Fraser Institute, hosted an e-briefing launch of 
the 2021 EFW report. South Africa was ranked 84th out of 165 jurisdictions. The speakers were: Neil 
Emerick (co-founder of local company NightsBridge), Phumlani Majozi (business and macroeconomics 
analyst), Rex van Schalkwyk (former judge of the Supreme Court of South Africa and chairman of the 
FMF’s Rule of Law Board of Advisers), Chris Hattingh (FMF Deputy Director), and John Dludlu (Small 
Business Institute CEO). Their presentations below can be viewed on our YouTube channel: 

− Overview of Economic Freedom of the World 2021 – Neil Emerick 
Size of Government – Phumlani Majozi 
Legal System and Property Rights – Rex van Schalkwyk 
Freedom to Trade Internationally – Chris Hattingh 
Red Tape and De/regulation – John Dludlu 

 
Panel discussion 
In June 2021, Martin van Staden participated in a panel discussion as part of the Atlas Network’s 
annual Africa Liberty Forum. Martin discussed the importance of a culture constitutionalism over and 
above the mere presence of a written constitution, and cautioned that South Africa was moving away 
from such a culture with its proposed property and firearm confiscation policies. Martin concluded by 
emphasising the importance of narratives and stories to advocacy for freedom, and that merely being 
factually correct rarely wins the day. 
 
Summit 
On 29 October 2020, Chris Hattingh participated in a panel discussion at the Global Trade and 
Innovation Policy Alliance (GTIPA) annual summit. 
The GTIPA represents a network of over 40 leading global think tanks dedicated to advancing a positive 
view of trade, globalization, and innovation for the benefit of the world's citizens. The Annual Summits 
bring together Alliance members with world-leading experts to explore creative solutions to difficult 
economic, trade, and innovation challenges facing the international community. This year's Virtual 
summit featured distinguished keynoters alongside panels addressing: the future of trade and 
globalization; lessons for policymakers on managing COVID-19 economic and public health impacts 
drawn from a series of original country-level case studies; and getting global trade rules right to 
facilitate digital trade and cross-border data flows. 
 
FMF event 
On 10 September 2020, the FMF hosted the launch of the 2020 edition of the Economic Freedom of the 
World Index. Leon Louw presented the figures from the newest edition, highlighted economic trends in 
South Africa in recent years, and pointed to areas where the Government can improve the country’s 
freedom score in coming years. 
 
 
  

https://youtu.be/5sdFTvox-q8
https://youtu.be/5vEeSTWEk2Y
https://youtu.be/TPluAmhBh88
https://youtu.be/GWnA0ixi1es
https://youtu.be/6RirJ5fvw1c
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***  
ENERGY 
 
The FMF is concerned about the energy crisis in South Africa, which continues to impact negatively on 
ordinary South Africans and has deleterious consequences for economic growth. Eskom, effectively, has 
a vertical monopoly on the entire system from generation to transmission and a large part of the 
distribution of electricity. This old, outdated model is slow to respond to changing circumstances. As a 
result, consumers are left in the dark and asked to consume less electricity during peak-demand periods. 
The solution: separate the generation from the transmission and distribution of electricity to make 
trading possible, including the sale of electricity across the grid from generators to large consumers 
(wheeling); establish competitive wholesale and retail markets. The unbundling of Eskom is the only 
feasible option to attract independent power producers (IPPs) and to secure our electricity needs 
moving into the future. 
The FMF proposes a simple, one-word solution to alleviate this dire situation: Changing one word in the 
2006 Electricity Regulation Act.  
 
Major policy victory 
In June 2021 President Cyril Ramaphosa announced that businesses would be able to generate their 
own electricity up to 100MW. The policy shift comes after years of advocacy work by the FMF, and could 
unlock real economic growth for the country, if implemented correctly. 
 
Live podcasts 
On 15 February 2021, Chris Hattingh hosted a live podcast interview with André de Ruyter, Group Chief 
Executive (GCE) of Eskom Holdings. They unpacked the current state of play at Eskom, covered current 
challenges, as well as possible solutions and a way forward for the state-owned enterprise. The 
interview garnered widespread media coverage across online and print publications, and TV and radio 
stations such as: BusinessDay, Mail & Guardian, IOL, Sowetan, The Citizen, BusinessReport, Briefly, 
TimesLive, SAfm, SABC, Channel Africa, PowerFM, MyBroadband, Daily Dispatch, OFM, as well as 
numerous local newspapers. 
 
On 18 January 2021, Chris Hattingh hosted foremost South African energy and mining expert Ted Blom 
on a live episode of The Freemarketeers podcast. Ted presented his views of the causes behind the 
country’s latest bout of loadshedding, explained many of the structural problems plaguing Eskom, and 
gave his take on the strong possibility of increased loadshedding over coming months.  
 
Articles 
− New electricity generation cap increase doesn’t go far enough by Nicholas Woode-Smith 
− Change the incentives – SA needs competition in energy by James Peron  

 
Media releases  
− Electricity reform in word only? 
− Free Market Foundation applauds Cabinet heeding sound policy advice, now time to double down 
− Free Market Foundation proposes immediate reforms to stop rolling blackouts 
 
Submissions 

− Comment on Electricity Regulation Act amendment by Eustace Davie  

− Leon Louw presented to the National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) on the “energy mix.” 
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***  
FINANCIAL SECTOR 
 
The purpose of the FMF’s finance work is to promote the application of free market principles to 
financial markets. 
 
Articles 

− SA insurance ombudsmen: Losing their way? by Robert Vivian 

− The viability of a domestic credit card scheme for South Africa by Richard J Grant 

− Community finance initiatives to alleviate poverty in SA? by Sindile Vabaza 

− Nigeria’s forex crisis shows that legal incentives are insufficient for investors by Theophilus Oladipo 
 

Submission 

− Submission to the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) on the viability of a domestic card scheme in 
South Africa 

 
***  
HEALTHCARE 
 
The FMF’s Health Policy Unit (HPU) contends and persistently provides evidence that in all sectors of the 
economy, free, open markets with competitive private enterprise serve consumer needs best. For the 
indigent, it would be better for government to purchase higher quality healthcare at a lower cost from 
the private sector than to provide the service itself. The HPU argues that patients are harmed when 
government dictates to healthcare providers, pharmaceutical companies and other firms in the 
healthcare industry how to manage their affairs, or at what prices they should sell their products and 
services. The HPU’s mission is to increase access to high quality healthcare for all South Africans. 
 
Alternative solutions to healthcare for the indigent 

− Privatising the provision of health care – via giveaways of public hospitals to those who work in them 
or sales to those who wish to buy them 

− Financing health care for the poor – preferably via state-sponsored vouchers, which the indigent can 
spend where they choose 

− Encouraging more private hospitals by deregulating the industry and eliminating Certificates of Need 

− Reducing prices and increasing health care quality through increased competition 

− Training more doctors and nurses (the number of doctors is limited to 1,300 a year; this number has 
remained the same since the 1970s despite increases in the population and the disease burden) 

− Allowing the private sector to train doctors and nurses 

− Encouraging income-producing medical tourism 

− Retaining skilled South Africans and attracting others by removing the limit on skilled foreign doctors 

− Deregulating medical schemes so they can offer their clients exactly what they want 

− Deregulating pharmacies 

− Removing price controls, which send mixed messages to the industry 

− Speeding up registration of clinical trials 

− Giving those who pay for their own health care a tax deduction 

− Allowing low cost insurance options  
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Articles  
− Eastern Cape health department woes make it the poster child for gross ineptitude by Michael Settas 
− Ideas Matter | NHI will be the corrupt elite’s biggest cash cow yet by Chris Hattingh 
− Letter: NHI is doomed and flawed by Chris Hattingh 
− Busting the NHI myth by Chris Hattingh 
− Health Professions Council in is the Twilight Zone on the NHI and medical aid schemes by Michael 

Settas 
− Governments are ill-equipped for market participation by Richard J Grant  
− Given the perilous condition of state health-care, the NHI might finally kill it by Temba A Nolutshungu 
− The socialist experiment has failed universally, so why should SA’s National Health Insurance be any 

different? by Michael Settas 
− Ivermectin is a WHO-listed essential medicine but banned in South Africa. Why? by Eustace Davie 
− Targeting medical scheme reserves for vaccine funding is NHI by stealth by Michael Settas 
− Letter: Regulations undermine health care for all by Chris Hattingh 
− Numerous problems plague the NHI plan by Sindile Vabaza 
− More centralisation for NHI will result in more corruption by Chris Hattingh 
− Ideal time to push ahead with health-care reforms by Chris Hattingh 
− Covid-19 and the case against a state-run National Health Insurance by Michael Settas 
− NHI will only ‘plague’ private sector with public health corruption by Chris Hattingh 
− The COVID-19 response shows government can't handle NHI by Chris Hattingh 
 
Media releases  
− NHI will not achieve universal health coverage, say experts at Free Market Foundation panel 
− Removing intellectual property rights for Covid vaccines will do more harm than good, says 

international coalition 
− Free Market Foundation condemns plans for expropriation of medical aids 
− South Africa should not experiment with deadly NHI 
− To promote access to Covid-19 medicines, keep trade free and remove tax and regulatory obstacles, 

says international think tank coalition 
 
Event 
On 26 May 2021, the FMF’s Health Policy Unit hosted a roundtable event on South Africa’s proposed 
National Health Insurance. The speakers were Professor Alex van den Heever (Wits), Patrick Bracher 
(Norton Rose Fulbright), and Michael Settas. They discussed governance and technical issues with the 
proposed scheme, financial implications, as well as Constitutional considerations. 
 
***  
JOBS CREATION / LABOUR 
 
South Africa has an unacceptably high and rising level of unemployment. For government to achieve its 
stated objective of reducing unemployment and stimulating growth, it must urgently address labour 
market policies and laws that exacerbate unemployment. A significant part of our current work involves 
educating the public about the consequences of having a National Minimum Wage (NMW). There are 
currently an estimated 11 people million unemployed – a NMW makes it that much harder for these 
individuals to climb onto the first rung of the economic ladder. 
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Articles 

− Ideas Matter | Here’s how South Africa can address the unemployment crisis by Chris Hattingh 

− The basic income grant (BIG) – an analysis by Sindile Vabaza 

− Universal Basic Income Grant, catastrophe loading by Riaan Salie 

− Letter: Basic income grant will increase dependence on the state by Chris Hattingh 

− Addressing SA’s unemployment crisis requires a radical policy shift by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 

− Government interference and rising unemployment by James Peron 

− Ideas matter | The government-imposed unemployment crisis continues apace by Chris Hattingh 

− Getting serious about unemployment by James Peron 

− Proposed bill would compel larger enterprises to deal with small businesses by Gary Moore 

− New small enterprise bill will discourage dealings with SMMEs by Gary Moore 

− Doen weg met rompslomp wat klein sake doodduk by Temba A Nolutshungu 

− The true state of disaster: Policymakers infected with inertia and the unemployed with lost hope by 
Temba A Nolutshungu   

− We can no longer ignore the effects of the minimum wage and other bad laws by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 

− Lockdowns Have Pushed South Africa's Economy to the Brink by Chris Hattingh 

− Minimum wage laws lead to surging youth unemployment by Riaan Salie 

− Unemployment: The dream is still deferred by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 

− Any job is better than no job; any income better than none by Lindelwa Fuku 
 
 Media releases 

− The solution to SA’s youth unemployment crisis waits in plain sight, says Free Market Foundation 

− New small business legislation: making law subject to value judgments is destructive to the Rule of 
Law 

 
Submissions 

− Comment on the National Minimum Wage to the National Minimum Wage (NMW) Commission, 2021 

− Submission to the Department of Small Business Development on the draft National Small Enterprise 
Amendment Bill, 2020 

 
***  
LAND REFORM 
 
FMF believes that secure property rights represent one of the most important requirements for the 
protection of both economic freedom and civil liberties. FMF is very concerned about recent proposals 
to amend the property rights clause in the Constitution. FMF proposes that: 
1. All black occupied council-owned urban plots be converted to full ownership. 
2. Superfluous government land be redistributed to the victims of apartheid as a substantial once-off 

compensation. 
3. Pre-emptive clauses be removed from existing and future RDP titles. 
4. In tribal areas, communities be allowed to grant private title over homesteads while maintaining 

communal rights over arable land. 
5. The Subdivision of Agricultural Land Act, 1970 be repealed to make it easier for poor individuals to 

finance smaller, more affordable plots of land.  
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Khaya Lam (My Home) Land Reform Project 
The Khaya Lam Land Reform Project is an FMF initiative that seeks to reverse the evils of apartheid. FMF 
Executive Director, Leon Louw, notes: “Black land deprivation was probably the single worst element of 
apartheid. Since apartheid ended, little has changed. In South Africa today there are still around five 
million black families living as tenants or without ownership rights in houses they have lived in for 
generations. There has been no systematic conversion of these “council owned” and “traditional 
community” properties to full unrestricted ownership. The prospects for economic upliftment 
throughout South Africa through the Khaya Lam national property titling project are exciting and 
immense”. 
 
Tribute to Perry Feldman 

 
It was with great sadness that we notified our FMF and Khaya Lam family that Perry Feldman, Khaya 
Lam’s Project Manager, passed away in May, of a Covid-related heart attack. His passing was a terrible 
personal loss to his family, friends and colleagues, and a devastating loss to the Khaya Lam project. 
  
Perry dedicated the last years of his life to seeing the joys and security of private property rights 
extended to the most vulnerable South Africans. He took a grand idea and made it a practical reality. 
When Perry took over management of Khaya Lam, only 100 former council tenants had received title 
deeds to their homes. Today, over 6,268 have become home-owners and another 3,000-plus are in the 
process of becoming home-owners. 
 
Perry, with his wife Veronica always by his side, literally changed the lives of thousands for the better. 
This will be his awesome and lasting legacy. We will miss his generous spirit and kind nature and 
boundless energy to do good in the world.  
 
Title deed handover ceremonies 
On 23 September 2021, the Breede Valley municipality presented title deeds to new homeowners in 
Zweletemba, reporting: “The handover ceremony was very successful. Most of the new home owners 
came to collect their Title Deeds, we have even managed to hand over Title Deeds of the previous Title 
Deed Ceremony.” Present were the Mayor and Deputy Mayor, a Ward Councillor, the Human 
Settlement Manager, a Communication Officer and several Housing Officials.   
 
On 15 September 2021, Temba Nolutshungu participated at a handing over of title deeds event in 
Worcester (Breede Valley Municipality) which was attended by the executive mayor, the deputy mayor, 
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a couple of councillors and of course the recipients of title deeds. At the municipality’s request, as 
always, Judith Skhosana printed and couriered copies of our booklet Your property, your rights, which is 
available in Afrikaans, English, Sotho, Xhosa and Zulu. 
 
On 24 June 2021, 13 title deeds were handed to new homeowners in Cloetesville by the Stellenbosch 
municipality. The ceremony was attended by Temba Nolutshungu. 
 
On 28 May 2021, in the Franschhoek town hall, 90 title deeds for Kayamandi in Stellenbosch were 
handed to new homeowners. Temba Nolutshungu represented the FMF and spoke to those who 
attended. 
 
On 11 May 2021, 113 title deeds were handed out in two sessions in De Doorns. Temba attended and 
spoke. 
 
On 29 April 2021, in celebration of Freedom Day, 77 title deeds were handed to new home owners in 
the Hillside Village Development, Idas Valley, Stellenbosch. They were distributed door-to-door by four 
teams from Housing Administration. The Executive Mayor, the Municipal Manager and Temba 
Nolutshungu handed over title deeds of the oldest recipients. 
 
On 18 March 2021, 50 deeds were presented in Stellenbosch. Temba A Nolutshungu attended on behalf 
of the FMF. 
 
On 18 March 2021, 100 deeds were presented in Kwakwatsi, also known as Koppies, Free State. Leon 
Louw attended on behalf of the FMF.  
 
On 11 March 2021, 68 deeds were presented in Edenville, Free State, in partnership with BetterBond. 
Chris Hattingh attended on behalf of the FMF.  
 
On 11 March 2021, 80 title deeds were presented in Grabouw. Temba A Nolutshungu attended on 
behalf of the FMF. 
 
On 22 October 2020, 12 titles deeds were presented in Stellenbosch; Temba A. Nolutshungu attended.  
 
On 14 October 2020, 162 titles were presented in Kwakwatsi, Koppies.  
 
On 7 October 2020, Khaya Lam held a presentation in Clanwilliam, and presented 50 title deeds; Temba 
A. Nolutshungu attended.  
 
Change a family’s life for the better today 
If you would like to sponsor a title deed at just R2,600 (or a part title deed), please 
email chrishattingh@fmfsa.org or do so directly through our website. 
PLEASE NOTE: We have a sponsor who donates just R200 per month toward Khaya Lam. His monthly 
contribution has so far sponsored 6 title deeds, contributing a whopping R600,000 into the economy. 
And another who sponsors one title deed per month. Why not join them? 
 
  

mailto:chrishattingh@fmfsa.org
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Upward Globility: Whose Land is it Anyway? | South Africa 
Upward Globility, hosted by Australian traveller Vale Sloane, focuses on stories of Atlas Network 
partners that are working to create prosperity for all by supporting local opportunities for 
entrepreneurship, education, and community growth. 
In South Africa, the legacy of apartheid has left millions of families without the legal rights to the land 
they live on. In the first episode, Sloane travelled to South Africa to learn about the FMF’s Khaya Lam 
Project. 
“Protection of property is sacrosanct and at the core of individual liberty and freedom,” said Temba 
Nolutshungu. Khaya Lam, which means “my home” in the local Xhosa language, aspires to help more 
than 20 million South Africans make home ownership a reality by securing fully-tradable freehold title to 
the properties they currently occupy. 
 
Articles  
− Letter: Property brings prosperity by Chris Hattingh 
− The cloud-cuckooland jurisprudence of “nil compensation” by Martin van Staden 
− Vrywillige ruilhandel en beskerming van private Eiendom deur Temba A Nolutshungu 
− Grondwetwysiging en onteiening sonder vergoeding by Professor Robert Vivian 
− Expropriation is not needed to achieve land reform, there are better alternatives by Temba A 

Nolutshungu  
− The President’s Human Rights Day hypocrisy on expropriation by Martin van Staden 
− Reminding ourselves why EWC is unnecessary by Martin van Staden 
− ‘Abandonment’ in the 2020 Expropriation Bill by Martin van Staden 
− Don’t get lost in the details of expropriation by Martin van Staden 
− Afrikareg en eiendomsregte by Zakhele Mthembu 
− In South Africa, property rights should vest in individuals by Zakhele Mthembu  
− Amending the Constitution and EWC by Professor Robert Vivian 
− African norms are not compatible with expropriation without compensation by Zakhele Mthembu 
− The latest economic freedom report shows a worrying decline of property rights in SA by Alexander 

Hammond 
− ULTRA must assist all people to get title deeds, especially women by Lindelwa Fuku 
− Potential unintended consequences of Upgrading of Land Tenure Rights (ULTRA) Amendment Bill, 

2020 by Eustace Davie 
− The importance of secure property rights for women by Sindile Vabaza 
− EWC is a zero-sum game that will lead to more poverty and misery by Riaan Salie 
− Bulelani Qolani and the problem of urban land reform by Sindile Vabaza 
− Land expropriation without compensation: Lessons from Venezuela paint dire future by Martin van 

Staden 
 
Media releases 

− An incredible tally of titles deeds … April is a good month for FMF’s Khaya Lam titling project 

− Human Rights conferred by title deeds to rightful owners on Human Rights Day in Stellenbosch 

− From the President’s Office: Fatally flawed public participation for the Expropriation Bill 

− Very special title deed 99th birthday present for Mrs Nkoko as 100 deeds presented in Koppies, 
Kwakwatsi, Free State 

− Public participation and impact study on expropriation a constitutional imperative 

− 68 new home owners in Free State sponsored by Betterbond and FMF’s Khaya Lam 

− The Expropriation Bill strikes at the heart of property rights, and poor black people are most at risk 
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− Despite Covid, 115 residents in Zwelethemba, Worcester WC, to receive title deeds and become 
home owners  

− South Africa is undoing 26 years of progress with EWC 

− Minister of Human Settlement, Mr Tertius Simmers, Stellenbosch Executive Mayor van Deventer, and 
the FMF’s Khaya Lam Director, Temba Nolutshungu, deliver title deeds to front gates in Pniel, 
Stellenbosch 

− Another 162 full title deeds in Kwakwatsi, Ngwathe, Free State 

− Full title deeds through Bond Cancellation. Land Reform breakthrough by Remgro, Cederberg 
Municipality and FMF in Clanwilliam, Western Cape 

− Government starts to release state owned farms to landless blacks – but no full title for 30 years 

− The S25 Amendment Bill must not proceed 

− Ministerial discretion under the ULTRA Amendment Bill will cause land dispossession on a huge scale 
 
Submissions 

− Submission on Revised Constitution Eighteenth Amendment Bill 

− Submission to the Portfolio Committee on Public Works and Infrastructure on the Expropriation Bill, 
2020. 

− Submission to the Portfolio Committee on Public Works and Infrastructure on the Expropriation Bill, 
2020. 

− Oral evidence on the topic of the Upgrading of Land Tenure Rights (ULTRA) Amendment Bill, 2020 
 
Speaking events 
In November 2020, the International Property Rights Alliance launched Martin van Staden and Jacques 
Jonker’s case study, Undoing 26 Years of Progress: Property Rights in South Africa. van Staden spoke at 
the launch and provided and overview of their research. The study summarises and attempts a cursory 
quantification of two threats to property rights in South Africa (Expropriation Without Compensation  
& the Copyright Amendment Bill) and warns that government proceeding with these interventions will 
yield disastrous results. 
 
In October 2020, Temba A Nolutshungu delivered an address to the Canada-Africa Chamber of Business, 
on the subject of property rights in South Africa. 
 
EWC roundtable 
In November 2020, the FMF hosted a one-day roundtable on the subject of expropriation without 
compensation. With speakers from various civil society organisations, the attendants discussed the 
grave threat posed by EWC, rule of law implications, as well as ideas for fighting the proposed 
amendment to section 25 of the South African constitution. A selection of presentations from the 
roundtable can be viewed on the website. 
 
Events 
On 30 September 2020, the FMF and Business Leadership South Africa hosted a joint panel discussion on 
land reform and expropriation without compensation. BLSA was represented by BLSA CEO Busisiwe 
Mavuso and Tebele Luthuli. Martin van Staden and Temba A. Nolutshungu represented the FMF. 
 
On 22 July 2020, Martin van Staden participated in a discussion, Property Rights: The Seen and the 
Unseen. Hosted by African Students for Liberty, they unpacked the importance of strong property rights 
for a prosperous society, with special focus on property rights within the African context. 
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Research 
Martin van Staden contributed a theme chapter to the Fraser Institute’s 2021 Economic Freedom of the 
World Report. In ‘The Dangers of South Africa’s Proposed Policy of Confiscating Property,’ van Staden 
writes: “For indeed expropriation (elsewhere known as compulsory purchase, takings, or eminent 
domain) and compensation are inseverable from one another, throughout history and around the 
world. International law requires compensation to be paid upon expropriation, as does every legal 
system in the open and democratic world.” 
 
***  
RULE OF LAW 
 
The Rule of Law is a Founding Provision of South Africa’s Constitution but this potentially powerful brake 
on the executive branch of government has not been playing its proper deterring role. A likely reason for 
this is that most South Africans do not have an adequate understanding of the true meaning of the rule 
of law. 
 
There were two rule of law presentations at the FMF’s EWC roundtable. These can be viewed on the 
FMF’s YouTube channel. 
 
10 imperatives of the Rule of Law 
The Rule of Law Project formulated the following 10 imperatives of the Rule of Law. 
1. All law must be clear, predictable, accessible, not contradictory, and shall not have retrospective 

effect. 
2. All legislation that makes provision for discretionary powers, must also incorporate the objective 

criteria by which those powers are to be exercised. The enabling legislation must, in addition, 
stipulate the purpose or purposes for which the powers may be exercised. 

3. All law must apply the principle of equality before the law. 
4. All law must be applied fairly, impartially, and without fear, favour or prejudice. 
5. The sole legitimate authority for making substantive law rests with the legislature, which authority 

shall not be delegated to any other entity. 
6. No law shall have the aim or the effect of circumventing the final authority of the courts. 
7. No one may be deprived of or have their property expropriated, except if done with due process 

for the public interest, and in exchange for market-related, fair and just compensation. 
8. The law shall afford adequate protection of classical individual rights. 
9. All law must comply with the overriding principle of reasonableness, which comprehends 

rationality, proportionality, and effectiveness. 
10. The legislature and organs of state shall observe due process in the rational exercise of their 

authority. 
 
Copyright Amendment Bill 
The FMF, in cooperation with international partners, has warned against the adoption of the latest 
iteration of the Copyright Amendment Bill for years. The FMF has hosted conferences, led international 
coalitions, and provided sustained media commentary on the bill, which no doubt has had an effect on 
President Ramaphosa’s lack of haste in signing it into law. In June 2020, the President formally refused 
to sign it, citing constitutional concerns, and referred it back to Parliament for reconsideration. The FMF 
will continue its campaign against the bill until its flaws are substantially rectified, or it is abandoned 
entirely. 
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Articles  
− It’s time to get the constitution involved by Jacques Jonker 
− Why SA should amend the Constitution to enforce discipline in the fiscus by Jacques Jonker 
− Ideas Matter | Serious mind-shift needed to address corruption by Chris Hattingh 
− Letter: Will the Covid-19 agencies stay on? by Mukundi Budeli 
− Letter: State capture no surprise by Chris Hattingh 
− What freedom means by Rex van Schalkwyk 
− Why did state capture happen? by Ken Davie  
− Why we cannot give the government a whiff of power over the internet by Martin van Staden 
− SA needs a police service geared to serve the people by Martin van Staden 
− Getting our crime crisis under control means starting at the top by Temba A Nolutshungu 
− Political freedom in the age of COVID-19 pandemic by Mukundi Budeli 
− Letter: Big state, big corruption by Chris Hattingh 
− Cannabis bill a step in the right direction, but privacy and equality concerns remain by Mukundi 

Budeli 
− We cannot depend on the constitution to protect our freedoms by Martin van Staden 
− South Africa’s Constitution does not envision socialism, but freedom by Martin van Staden 
− Why the WEF’s ‘Great Reset’ is a utopian ideal by Rex van Schalkwyk 
− Chile’s constitutional choice: lessons from SA by Martin van Staden 
− Why SA should reform indigenous common law for the modern era by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 
− The pending Sports Bill would violate the Rule of Law by Gary Moore 
− Only a free market and disciplined Parliament can end corruption by Martin van Staden 
− As the lockdown is normalised, is the rule of man overriding our liberties? by Zakhele Mthembu 
− How the language of lockdown undermines the rule of law by Rex van Schalkwyk 
− ‘Ban cabinet from giving taxpayer-guaranteed debt aid to SOEs’ by Jacques Jonker 
− Proposed lockdown ‘developmental mandate’ for the Reserve Bank is unconstitutional by Jacques 

Jonker 
− SAA billions and a stillborn section of the Constitution by Martin van Staden 
− Proposed amendment of PFMA deserves multi-partisan support by Jacques Jonker 
 
Media releases 
− FMF statement on the Zuma saga 
− New equality bill leaves too much unexplained, threatens constitutional coherence, argues FMF 
− Icasa’s intention for Covid emergency spectrum to be returned is ultra vires 
− Rule of Law Project intervenes in Mboweni ConCourt case; defends separation of powers and non-

racialism 
− We remember Collins Khosa and all the other victims of lockdown enforcement 
− The Economic Regulation of Transport Bill (B1-2020) should be abandoned 
 
Submissions 
− Submission on Firearms Control Amendment Bill 
− Comment on proposed amendments to the Promotion of Equality and Prevention of Unfair 

Discrimination Act  
− Submission to the Standing Committee on Finance on the Fiscal Responsibility Bill 
− Oral evidence the FMF’s submission to the Standing Committee, via Zoom 
− Submission to the Department of Communications and Digital Technologies on the White Paper on 

Audio and Audiovisual Content Services Policy Framework 
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− Submission on Economic Regulation of Transport Bill  
− Submission on the 2020 annual review of the Constitution 
− Oral evidence before the Portfolio Committee on Transport, regarding the FMF’s views about the 

Economic Regulation of Transport Bill 
 
Constitutional Court appearance 
On 25 May 2021, Advocate Mark Oppenheimer appeared before the Constitutional Court on behalf of 
the FMF’s Rule of Law Project. The case relates to the use of BEE and preferential procurement. The 
Court Media Summary states: 
The Rule of Law Project submits that the Minister acted ultra vires for the following reasons. First, the 
power to determine and implement preferential procurement policies is in the domain of organs of state. 
Specifically, that section 5 only confers a general power on the Minister and section 2 confers a more 
specific power on organs of state to determine and implement their own preferential procurement 
policies. Second, the 2017 Regulations overemphasise race as they focus on black people, while prior 
versions referred to “historically disadvantaged individuals”, which included the broader group of women 
and persons with disabilities. The 2017 Regulations also do not meet the requirements of fairness, 
competitiveness and cost-effectiveness required in section 217(1) of the Constitution as the pre-
requirement of race in the procurement process distorts the State’s ability to determine fair market 
prices. 
 
Events 
On 26 April 2021, Martin van Staden presented at the Property Rights Alliance’s Innovating the Future: 
Celebrating World IP Day 2021. With a range of speakers from around the world, the event focused on 
the importance of intellectual property rights for innovation and economic growth. 
 
On 10 September 2020, Martin van Staden participated in a Maroela Media panel discussion about the 
crumbling of local government around South Africa and how community and enterprise might prove to 
be solutions. Martin explained that the nature of government does not lend itself to quality service 
delivery, particularly not in undeveloped political cultures like South Africa's. He recommended that 
South Africans find solutions in community initiatives and demand political decentralisation of 
municipalities. 
 
Research 
Martin van Staden’s research on the rule of law implications of South Africa’s COVID-19 lockdown was 
published in the African Human Rights Law Journal. 
 
Abstract: The purpose of the rule of law, entrenched as supreme in section 1(c) of the South African 
Constitution, is to guard against tyranny. If the rule of law is conceptualised as a meta-legal doctrine 
that is meant to permeate all law in the promotion of certainty, predictability and accessibility, in the 
interests of safeguarding constitutional rights, this makes sense. Yet, the COVID-19 pandemic has seen 
the reach of state power expand at the expense of these rights. South Africa’s COVID-19 lockdown, and 
within at least its first five months carrying the endorsement of the courts, has made a mockery of the 
rule of law so conceived. This article considers the constitutionality of South Africa’s COVID-19 lockdown 
against the backdrop of the constitutional rights limitation regime within the broader theoretical 
framework of constitutionalism and the rule of law. This analysis is conducted in the context of some 
early challenges brought against the lockdown in four High Court cases. The article concludes that the 
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South African government, with the partial endorsement of the courts, has strayed beyond the bounds of 
the Constitution and engaged in unjustified violations of constitutional rights. 
 
***  
TRADE AND INNOVATION 
 
After the devastation wrought by the government’s COVID-19-related lockdowns – the unemployment 
rate is over 42%, and more than 11 million South Africans are currently unemployed – the FMF 
recognised both the massive challenges facing the country, but also the great opportunities that exist 
for real progress and transformation to be achieved. The Africa Continental Free Trade Area stands out 
as perhaps the eminent opportunity for African countries to embrace policies of increased trade; the 
FMF aims to influence government to implement the recommendations of this agreement, to the 
benefit of South Africans, and people across the continent. 
 
FMF's Trade and Innovation Policy Initiative (TIPI) has as its focus advocacy against various barriers to 
trade, innovation, and growth in the country. 
 
Articles 

− Letter: Less interventionism needed, not more by Chris Hattingh 

− Trade reforms to boost economic recovery by Chris Hattingh 

− Independent Ports Authority a step in the right direction by Chris Hattingh  

− Africa free trade agreement could provide necessary momentum for improving SA’s port 
infrastructure by Chris Hattingh 

− Growing protectionism and mercantilism undermine liberal advancements by Mukundi Budeli  

− Increased trade - exactly what Africa needs post-Covid-19 by Chris Hattingh 

− Africa’s new Free Trade Agreement could mark the dawn of a new era by Chris Hattingh 
 
Media releases 

− Free Market Foundation: Forced localisation will only add to unemployment crisis 

− Free Market Foundation partners with new African free trade initiative 
 
Research contribution: Key Issues for Reforming the World Trade Organization 
Chris Hattingh contributed to a new monograph from the Global Trade and Innovation Policy Alliance. 
The members of the GTIPA believe the World Trade Organization (WTO) can play a critical role as a 
forum for the establishment of rules that enable global trade to occur in a free, fair, and market-
oriented manner in accordance with the foundational principles of national treatment, 
nondiscrimination, transparency, and reciprocity and serves as a forum for the (ideally) impartial, rules-
based, and timely adjudication of trade disputes among member nations. 
 
A well-functioning WTO is indispensable to a well-functioning international economy. Unfortunately, the 
WTO is an increasingly constrained organization: It has failed to deliver any new significant trade-
liberalizing agreements since the original Information Technology Agreement (ITA) in 1996, progress on 
the Doha Round remains interminably stalled, and the Appellate Body (AB) system appears broken. 
Perhaps most worryingly, some nations, particularly China, have elected to embrace economic and trade 
strategies and policies that are fundamentally antithetical and inconsonant with their WTO 
commitments, with the WTO proving powerless to effectively intercede. 
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Panel discussion 
In June 2021, Chris Hattingh participated in a panel discussion as part of the Atlas Network’s 
annual Africa Liberty Forum. The panel focused on the potential of increased trade and liberalisation 
attitudes for Africa’s future economic prospects. 
  
FMF, GTIPA and the World Trade Organisation (WTO) 
In early 2021, Chris Hattingh had proposed that the Global Trade and Innovation Policy Alliance (GTIPA) 
write a welcome letter and statement on trade principles to Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, the WTO’s Director-
General and the first African woman to fill this post. GTIPA approved Chris’s proposal and he was asked 
to prepare a first draft on behalf of GTIPA. The letter resulted in an online meeting on 8 April with the 
WTO to “explore possible areas of collaboration.” 
The attendees: 

• Stephen Ezell, Vice President, Global Innovation Policy, ITIF; GTIPA 
• Chris Hattingh, Deputy Director, FMF 
• Chris Caine, President, Center for Global Enterprise; GTIPA 
• Sean Randolph, Senior Director, Bay Area Council Economic Institute; GTIPA 
• Edwini Kessie, Chief of Staff to the new WTO DG 
• Martin Roy, WTO 
• Kyungjin Song, President of the Institute for Global Economics (IGE), South Korea; GTIPA 
• Franklin Cudjoe, Founding President and chief executive officer of IMANI Centre for Policy and 

Education, Ghana 
It was a fruitful meeting; the WTO faces massive challenges, and they are very receptive to any policy 
insights & analysis that the GTIPA members can provide. 
  
In June 2021 Chris Hattingh was appointed to the Executive Board of the GTIPA.  
 
***  
TRANSFORMATION 
 
Some argue that freedom from apartheid has not made a substantial impact on black advancement. 
Others argue that for blacks to succeed they need government assistance through Reconstruction and 
Development Policies and Black Economic Empowerment legislation. Still others are of the view that 
economic freedom and growth, the development of a strong legal framework, and good infrastructure 
and security, are all that is required for the realisation of human potential. 
 
Articles  
− Emigration is depriving SA of critically needed wealth by James Peron 
− Cabinet reshuffle is meaningless without ideological change by Riaan Salie 
− Why I trust people more than I trust politicians by James Peron 
− Proposed firearm law is anti-poor, anti-women by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 
− Letter: SA public policy gone mad by Neil Emerick 
− Why affirmative action policies are politically, economically and morally bankrupt by Temba A 

Nolutshungu 
− Letter Lessons for flighty leaders by Neil Emerick 
− The roots of ANC animus towards free market ideals by Sindile Vabaza 
− Crisis in SA tertiary education: Whose debt is it anyway? by Mukundi Budeli 
− Liberty is indivisible; it is not possible to have freedom for some by Temba A Nolutshungu 
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− Partnerships, education tweaks will clear SA’s path to global competitiveness by Riaan Salie 
− Inequality and politics by James Peron 
− Christmas – the importance of emotional profit by James Peron 
− We need community wealth funds, not a sovereign wealth fund by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 
− SA education: Time to give black parents and children more choices by Sindile Vabaza 
− #WeSeeYou: Put government on trial for the profound injustice by Sindile Vabaza 
− The power of stokvels – moving from passive to active capitalism by James Peron 
− Gauteng townships deserve real development, which includes skilled foreign entrepreneurs by 

Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 
− Inequality in SA and beyond – a peek behind the curtain by James Peron 
− Taks op erfgeld moreel bankrot by Temba A Nolutshungu 
− South Africa’s political culture promotes government neglect by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 
− The West may have to fight each other off for African labour to sustain welfare states by James Peron 
− Taxing inheritance will entrench, not decrease, racial inequality by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini and Lindelwa 

Fuku 
− WhatsApp stokvels: Liberalise informal banking sector to fuel growth by Mpiyakhe Dhlamini 
 
Media release 

− Free Market Foundation (FMF) tribute to George Bizos lifelong anti-apartheid activist and defender of 
human rights and FMF Luminary 

 
Event 
On 27 October 2020, Temba A Nolutshungu spoke at the virtual Africa Accelerating 2020 event, hosted 
by the Canada-Africa Chamber of Business. His address covered human progress in Africa, and the 
economic freedom-enhancing policies that African countries need to implement to ensure a rising 
standard of living for their citizens. 
 
***  
FMF HISTORY SERIES 
 
If you would like to know more about FMF’s long history, why not begin by dipping into our history 
timeline (freemarketfoundation.com/about/history). 
We have digitised our photographs and added them to our website beginning with our 1977 
(re)inauguration (freemarketfoundation.com/galleries). 
We have digitised ancient, dusty VHS tapes and uploaded them to our YouTube channel. A few 
noteworthy standouts include Leon Louw’s presentations, a prelude to the writing of South African: The 
Solution. There are 6 videos in this 1985 series beginning with HISTORY SERIES South Africa: The Solution 
1 of 6. See also our 1986 privatisation conference: HISTORY SERIES Privatisation conference 1986 1 of 
3 and our 1989 consumer conference: HISTORY SERIES Consumer power conference 1989 1 of 5. 
 
*** 
 


